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and digital video advertising has reached a critical point in its 
evolution. We’re in a post-viral era, where social media has grown 
more crowded than ever and consumers are traumatised by the 
flood of digital content in their feeds. Marketers must evolve their 
advertising if they want to re-connect with consumers, especially 
as trust in brands reaches an all time low and ad blocking usage 

reaches an all time high.

Brands and agencies can book customised training sessions to 
experience the Future Video Lab and benefit from interactive, 

data-driven intelligence. 

FAST
THE DIGITAL LANDSCAPE

IS CHANGING



Curate your custom Unruly Future Video Lab experience

TOUR OF THE FUTURE VIDEO LAB
The Lab Tour will show advertisers how to future-proof their digital video strategy and create 

and deliver ads that people want to watch (not skip).

Additional workshops include:

MYTHBUSTERS

EMOTIONS

ON THE PULSE:
EMOTIONAL TRENDS

It’s all cats on skateboards isn’t it? Only funny 
content gets shared, right? Wrong! This fast-

paced session uses the big data we’ve collected 
on consumer sharing behavior to bust the 
myths surrounding social video. And we’ll 

watch loads of videos while we do it!

Learn best practices in how to create and 
launch emotional ads to the audiences that 

will appreciate them most.

The social video landscape is ever-changing, 
with trends, events and technology constantly 

affecting how video content is created and 
consumed. Unruly Pulse provides a lens on 

this, using our first party emotional video data 
to uncover emotional advertising trends by 

market, demographic, vertical and timeframe in 
an interactive and compelling dashboard.

TRENDVERTISING

VIEWABILITY UNDER
THE MICROSCOPE

LIVE BRIEF WORKSHOP

UNRULY PULSE
EDITION

Be a part of what’s driving social conversation.  
From dadvertising to dogvertising and cause-based 

adverts, we’ll take a dive into the trends of 2015, and 
look at what’s to come in 2016.

2015 was a year of transition for viewability.  
The MRC, IAB and various brands all have their own 
definitions of a view, but how does different levels 

of viewability affect brand metrics? Grab a cuppa as 
we reveal all in this ‘Brand Safe Tea’ session hosted 

by Unruly’s very own Brand Safety Officer.

Let’s put our thinking caps on and brainstorm 
the creative executions, media destinations and 

technological solutions that will engage your target 
audience around a specific campaign. 

Take a deep dive into the social video data for 
a specific brand, vertical or event (for example, 

the 2016 Super Bowl) with Unruly Pulse. 
Our insight gurus will unpack the emotional 
footprint of the set and how it differs to the 
norm, before looking at what’s working and 

what’s not in the videos beneath it.

TO SKIP OR STAY
We’ll share results from our new study with Kent 
State Business School on consumer preferences 
and when it comes to forced pre-roll, skippable 
pre-roll and outstream video ads across mobile 
and PC. You’ll leave knowing how to make and 

launch ads that keep people watching.

VIDEO LENGTH ANALYSIS 
Unruly will share surprising facts about the 

relationship between video length, storytelling 
and emotions, and how length can be a factor in 

triggering different emotional responses.

Millennials are the most highly sought after 
advertising demo, and are hard to reach with 

“traditional” advertising. Unruly will share 
findings from the Future Video Survey on how 

advertisers can best engage Millennials. 

WHAT MILLENNIALS LOVE, HATE AND 
WANT FROM VIDEO ADVERTISING




